
evolving matters

What is the breakthrough that you currently 
don’t think or believe is possible?

... The breakthrough that would give you the edge?

... A breakthrough that would inspire others to 
change or transform in some positive way?

http://www.jennifermoalem.com


be on the leading edge

Breaking through outdated beliefs, attitudes, and      

actions depends on more than just increased   

knowledge and willpower. 

Working with Jennifer Moalem, utilising leading-edge 

right-brain technologies based in Quantum Physics 

and Energy Psychology, it is possible to effectively align 

with your potential in a life-altering way.
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how we work

As a specialist in understanding how to achieve breakthrough, 
Jennifer gets results using techniques that ‘cut to the chase’  
to repattern outdated beliefs, attitudes, values and behaviours.

Going deeper than traditional coaching, mentoring, counselling 
and consulting, breakingthrough addresses issues at the level  
of root cause rather than effect or ‘symptom’.

In breakingthrough, Jennifer assists her clients to move into  
alignment and coherence with what they actually want, by  
identifying where they are resonating with what they don’t want, 
but currently have, and transforming the underlying patterns.

Using breakingthrough in conjunction with your existing personal 
and professional development programs will bring about the  
results you are seeking more quickly. All programs are tailored  
to the individual or team needs.
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•  achieve clarity on what success 
means for you, both personally  
and professionally

•  release repetitive habits and   
patterns that sabotage your   
success

• enable your personal and/or team  
  mission, vision and goals in   
  pragmatic ways
•  expand your capacity for   
authentic communication and   
powerful negotiation, collaboration 
and synergy

•  understand how ‘relating’ with   
particular clients or colleagues   
can impact your energy levels   
and performance either positively  
or negatively

   

•  learn techniques to effortlessly meet   
unexpected, ‘out of your comfort 
zone’ experiences

•  learn how to listen deeply and ask 
powerful questions that inspire and  
motivate others

• restore lost passion, energy, vision  
  and focus 

•  consistently deliver to meet budgets, 
exceed targets and beat deadlines

•  reduce unproductive, unhealthy  
levels of pressure and stress

• experience personal fulfillment,  
congruity and meaning in your life

•  continue to grow and evolve in ways 
that add value to you personally, as 
well as your organisation

In choosing to engage with Jennifer and her team, you will:

benefits
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clients

Jennifer’s clients are diverse and include Chairmen, CEOs, senior corporate  
executives, entrepreneurs, and leaders across various fields keen to find a way to 
achieve more of what they want in their business careers, relationships, and life 
generally. Consultations stand alone and also partner powerfully with executive 
coaching, mentoring and training to accelerate outcomes for individuals and teams. 
Clients’ testimonials confirm that breakingthrough often creates greater impact than 
traditional approaches, and generates sustainable results faster than many other 
behavioural, psychological or therapeutic interventions.

Jennifer Moalem is without any doubt the world’s finest personal development expert there is. I have known 
and worked with her for three years during which time I have built the world’s leading CEO mentoring company 
around the globe. Personal and professional ‘breakthrough’ has been required to achieve this and the work I 
have done with Jennifer is unequalled anywhere. I am happy and successful in every aspect of my life for the 
first time ever. Thank you Jennifer. 
David CM Carter – Chairman & Founder, Merryck & Co. (www.merryck.com)

Repatterning is truly an extraordinary opportunity, a gift, in fact. Through working with Jenny I was able to gain 
insight, restore clarity and ultimately, clear those aspects of myself that had prevented me from fulfilling my 
potential. By identifying, understanding and then balancing limiting patterns of behaviour, I have been able to 
achieve new levels of authenticity and integrity in my relationships, greater awareness in setting boundaries, 
and innate clarity to set and take action in support of goals. Each session becomes an opportunity to peel 
back another layer and move forward with my life. Having sampled over 100 different alternative health  
modalities and disciplines over the years, I found Resonance Repatterning to be both an empowering  
adventure and a liberating experience! 

Robert Beno, Lawyer, Financial Services Institution (Top 100, Fortune 500 Company)
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clients (continued)

Thank you for an amazing experience... It was just what I needed to help me get back on track... The way you 
work is powerful and supportive at the same time – a wonderful, synergistic experience as others shared their 
insights and the jigsaw began to fit together. Reclaiming my vision and reaffirming the critical role women in 
business in Australia are playing in redefining business and changing the business paradigm was very powerful 
for me. Sharing that process by being part of the group has given me a huge energy boost. I can’t wait until 
the next session! 
Amanda Ellis, Head of Women’s Markets, Westpac Banking Corporation

In my role I have been fortunate to come into close contact with several of the world’s leading coaches  
including Anthony Robbins, Brian Tracy and Dr John Demartini, as well as many other renowned experts.  
I was so surprised and impressed by the results that I achieved through my early sessions with Jennifer that 
I have continued work with her. As well as the tangible outcomes that have been achieved, I have gained so 
much clarity around various ‘challenges’, which subsequently has had a significant, positive impact on a range 
of key areas within my life. Each session has led to further improvements within the subjects that we have 
covered, and for me one of the most important aspects of the sessions is that the results have been sustained 
over the whole period. 

Louise Moule, Marketing Director, Vision Pursuit & Empowernet International

The repatternings have helped me to discover another level of self-esteem, inner strength, and empowerment 
in the workplace providing new levels of enjoyment in my career. I am discovering that I am capable of doing 
things I hadn’t imagined. 
Virginia Austin, Accommodation Manager, Wealth Management Division, Commonwealth Bank
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about us

Jennifer Moalem brings more than 25 years of exploration and 
pioneering in the field of human potential and Energy Psychology. 
Combining her passion and skill, she generates results through   
empowering individuals to attain their highest potential, both personally 
and professionally.

Jennifer is a qualified counsellor and an accredited practitioner of  
Resonance Repatterning®. Her experience and approach includes 
a variety of complementary therapies and technologies, including 
Conflict Resolution, emotional release processes, kinesiology, nutrition,  
and more. Utilising these leading-edge technologies improves   
performance and assists clients to move beyond their limiting ‘stories’ 
and beliefs to live the life of their dreams.

She has a BA. Dip Ed from The University of Sydney, has specialised 
in transpersonal psychology, and her career experience includes 
teaching, training, writing and publishing.

Jennifer has an international network of facilitators, trainers, coaches  
and mentors who support the process of breakingthrough with their 
specific areas of expertise.
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For further information, contact Jennifer Moalem

A PO Box 115, Waverley NSW 2024 Australia

T  +61 2 9389 8915 
M  +61 411 543 733 
F  +61 2 9389 8884

E  jennifer@jennifermoalem.com 
W www.jennifermoalem.com
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